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Chapter 1 : Changing Title And Author Doesn’t 

Make Sales 

Does “Re-Branding” a Private Label product mean just putting your 

name on the sales page and product as the author/developer? /Re- 

branding can indeed mean just that. However if that is all you do 

when reselling your Private Label Products, you will probably be 

missing out on some pretty serious money. 

Why Not? 

To Just Re-Brand (As in name only), Or Completely Re-Brand 

For A Niche; That' s the question. 

Some may think the necessity of totally re-branding Private Label 

Products for a particular niche is the accepted method of making real 

profits reselling Private Label Products. 

Unfortunately there are entirely too many Private Label Rights re-

seller’s reselling the PLR Products they’ve purchased, that either don’t 

understand the necessity for completely re-branding PLR products 

for a niche, or they rationalize excuses for themselves as to why they 

feel no need to completely re-brand PLR products. They just claim 

they are the author or developer and put up a sales page for the 

product. 

Defining Private Label Rights 

Before we go any farther here, let’s cover some definition of terms. 



A Private Label Product developer produces re-brandable products and 

sells them to re-sellers with the right to re-brand those products for 

re-sale. 

There are Resell Rights and Private Label Rights, and it’s important to know 

the differences. Basically, resell rights allow you to resell a product as is to earn 

money. In contrast, private label rights allow you to edit, change, and re-brand 

products to make them your own and create new products out of them. Let’s 

take a closer look: 

1)  Unrestricted  Private Label Rights (UPLR) –  t he  mos t  f l e x i b l e  o f  

a l l  rights and therefore most valuable, in some people's opinion. 

However, in our opinion Unrestricted Private Label Rights can end up as 

worthless as a bunch of ash in a fireplace once more than 10 people have 

their hands on them. This is because people can pass on the PLR source 

code to other individuals which severely diminishes the value at a rapid 

pace. 

You can do nearly anything with these products including renaming, 

branding and selling as your own, editing, and bundling with other 

products in a package. You can also give them away, and you can sell or 

giveaway rights for others to resell, master resell, or private label. The 

danger of Unrestricted Private Label Rights is that nothing prevents 

buyers from turning around and selling them the same day at 1/2 price and 

costing you sales, or just simply giving these products away and devaluing 

these products to nothing before they have had a chance to see any 

success. These products contain source code files and you can resell 

them. These are usually the type of products that end up being worth 

nothing versus any other kinds of rights after a short shelf life. 



2) Private  Label  Rights (PLR) –  are simi lar to 

unrestr icted private label rights in that you can re-write, edit, re-

brand and call products your own. But usually PLR products have some 

limitations such as you cannot give them away for free or there are 

minimum price point restrictions. These products contain source code files 

but you are not permitted to transfer or sell the source code files or 

documents in any way. Usually in PLR products, the source code can 

only be purchased from the original creator of the product. If source 

code is being sold past the first generation owner or creator, those are 

actually UPLR products. 

3) Master   R e s e l l   Rights (MRR)  –  Resel l  Rights , vs.  

Pr ivate Label Rights allow you to resell products but not edit them 

in any way. You cannot call them your own, you cannot add or edit the 

content. With Master Resell Rights,  you  can  pass  on  the  

resale  rights   t o others a l lowing others to resell the resell 

rights. These products do NOT contain source code files. These normally 

cost less than Private Label Rights. 

4)  Resell Rights (RR) these rights give a little bit less 

flexibility as to what you can do with them but that actually makes 

them worth more in the sense that people can't devalue them as much as 

other rights such as UPLR. You can only resell the product. You cannot 

change it in any way a n d  you cannot giveaway or sell 

resell rights.  T h e s e  p r o d u c t s  d o  NOT contain source code 

files. These are the least expensive. 

What Common Sense Dictates 



If you do NOT completely Re-Brand Private Label Products for a niche, 

your missing out on a lot of potential sales! 

In most cases, Private Label Products are sold with: 

 Re-brand Rights 

Change, add or use completely different Titles, Graphics and 

Packaging. 

Re-write Rights 

Edit portions or completely re-write any written or graphic 

content in the product or sales material, and claim authorship. 

Or in the case of software, claim to be the developer. 

Re-Print Rights 

Reprint the product ad sales material on paper or digital medium 

as is, or re-branded for re-sell. 

(Note: These RIGHTS do NOT include the right to re-sell the product 

source code. That type of Private Label Rights is considered 

"Unrestricted Private Label Rights”.) 

Not at least having "Private Label Rights” to re-sell a product simply 

does not make since from an economic standpoint. Why? Because 

resale rights only give you the right to re-sell the original product AS- 

IS. You do not have the right to increase the value or perceived value 

of the product by changing it to appear to or actually be more valuable 

and/or appeal to a different niche market. 



That being the case, the question then becomes; why would any PLR 

re-seller NOT want to differentiate the PLR products he/she purchases 

to resell by taking every advantage of ALL the rights those PLR 

products come with? 



 

Chapter 2: AS-IS PLR Marketers Create Their Own 
Problems 

As-Is Private Label Product Re-Sellers are, “Marketers”, who simply 

take PLR products and sell them As-Is, maybe only changing the 

author’s or developer’s name. They also will usually go with low ball 

pricing, thinking they can make money based on volume. But they are 

missing the boat on some very serious profits by using that kind 

of “Do as little as possible” strategy. 

Why? 

1. If you purchase a Private Label Product to re-sell, and do not re- 

brand the product and sales material for a niche, you end up 

competing with all the other PLR Product As-Is re-sellers on the 

Internet that don’t re-brand that same product. You literally are 

knowingly creating competition for yourself that you don’t need. 

You’re all competing in the same market. 

2. You will have to cut your price below all the others making the 

same mistake, to achieve any real profit. I don’t know about 

you but I don’t have time to get involved in price wars with lazy 

marketers. 

3. There are hundreds if not thousands of niche markets out there 

that may NEVER look for your product in its original packaging or 

with the keywords in the original sales copy. 



4. By the time you get your ""AS-IS” sales letter/page up on your 

site and start driving traffic to your ""As-Is” product, many of 

your competitors that are doing the same thing, may very well 

have already sold to your customers. (Do you really want to 

race to a product launch with a bunch of ""Wanna Be” 

marketers?) 

Therefore if you have the right to re-write, re-print, and re-brand 

before you re-sell; why not take advantage of the rights you paid for 

to increase your potential to MAKE MORE MONEY AND HAVE LESS 

COMPETITION! 

Will it take more effort to re-brand your product for a niche? 

Absolutely! Is it worth the extra effort? Well; what do you think? 

Smart marketers know that the real point in buying Private Label 

Rights products, is to put them in a position to have good solid 

products they can re-package and even improve on so they have a 

completely different product or at least a derivative of the same 

product that appeals to a specific niche. They know that’s where the 

REAL MONEY IS! The upside of course is they end up doing just a 

fraction of the work it would have taken to produce the product (Ebook 

or software), sales material and graphics all by themselves. 

A Cookie Cutter Attitude Can Hurt Your Reputation 

PRIVATE LABEL RIGHTS: You can label the PLR product as your 

own. But if it looks exactly the same as products being sold to the 

same GENERALIZED and usually massive niche by other marketers, 



and has the same name, same graphics, same sales letter, same 

bonuses . . . the SAME EVERYTHING as your competitors, but you are 

claiming to have authored or developed the product yourself, what do 

you think that’s going to do to your credibility with your prospective 

buyers? 

I understand that marketers want to save the time of doing ALL the 

production work necessary to have a salable product. That is what 

buying Private Label Rights products to re-sell is all about. It’s an 

EXCELLENT IDEA! And you can do just exactly that. But doesn’t it 

make more sense to re-brand that product in a way that gives you the 

opportunity to MAKE MORE MONEY than you will ever make selling it 

AS-IS? 

Marketing Your PLR Products To A Niche 

That is THE secret. Not a secret really; except that those actually 

completely re-branding PLR products for a particular niche and selling 

them to that niche, are making money, SERIOUS MONEY, and not 

telling anybody how they’re doing it. They are happy to let the lazy or 

un-imaginative PLR (Wanna be), re-sellers, go their merry way making 

little or no profit by selling PLR products AS-IS! 

So How Does This Niche Thing Work With Re-Selling PLR Products? 

I’m going to go through a little exercise here to give you some ideas. 

On the left side of the table below, you will see actual Private Label 

Products by name, that I have found just “GOOGLING” around the 



Internet. On the right side of the table you will see 3 different names 

of the same product that can be marketed to niche markets only. 

Keep in mind; this entire project took me all of 10 minutes. I’m sure 

you can take some of the Private Label Products you have purchased, 

spend 20 minutes doing the same thing for niches you are currently 

working or would like to market to, and come up with some killer 

names. 

Putting your imagination to work: 

PLR PRODUCT NAME RE-BRANDED NICHE NAME 
How To Create Your Own Video 

Product 

The Non-Techies Guide To 

Creating Multimedia Video On 
The Internet! 

 Video Creation Secrets For 

Teachers, Instructions & 
Educational Professionals! 

 The Senior Citizens Guide To 

Creating A Highly Trafficked 
Video Site! 

Internet Marketing Moms – 

How Stay At Home Moms Put 
Their Business Online 

Internet Savvy Chiropractors 

– Put Their Business Online – 
To Build Their Practice 

 Put Your Craft Business Online 

and Sell Crafts Like Crazy 

 Turn Your Hobby Into A Thriving 
Internet Business 

Backlinks Marketing Gold – The 

Secrets To High Volume Web 
Site Traffic. 

How To Drive Massive Traffic To 

Your Photography Business 
Website. 

 How To Get Local Traffic To Your 

Dentist Office Through Your 
Website 

 Get Hordes Of Local Business For 

Your Auto Detailing Business 
Online 

Step By Step Portal Profits Profit From Your Own Internet 

Portal For House Remodeling 
Contractors 

 Build A Super Profitable 
Independent Insurance Agents 

Internet Portal   
 Put Your Used Bookstore On 

Internet Portal Steroids 



Targeted Traffic – A 
Transfusion For The Life Blood 

Of Your Business 

The Dog Trainers Web Traffic 

Matery Course 

 Turn Your Hobby Into A Mega 

Money Machine! New Traffic 
System. 

 Drive Tons Of New Customers To 

Your Local Auto Shop Via The 
Web!  

So, you see it’s really not rocket science to come up with a different 

name to market your PLR products to a particular niche. Let your 

imagination run wild. 

After The Product Name Change 

Obviously, just changing the name of your product is not enough to 

differentiate it from your “AS-IS Re-seller” competition. 

Partial re-Writing, editing and adding to your PLR product is 

also needed. Of course you don’t have to re-write the entire sales 

page, eBook and other accompanying information. That’s why you 

bought a PLR product. So you wouldn’t have to take days to weeks to 

do all that from scratch. 

You do want to change the content/verbiage/text in the eBook itself 

enough so it cannot immediately be recognized as the original product. 

Here are some edit and re-write suggestions: 

Write a one page review as a ghost writer on the eBook and 

place it before the introduction. Better yet, if you know 



someone well enough in the niche that is considered an expert, get 

them to write a “Forward” in the front of your e-book. 

 Change the Chapter Titles to match your niches subjects. 

Use language that is familiar to your niche. Catch phrases, slang 

terms etc. throughout at least the first few chapters. 

Move the Chapters around. Put them in a different order. You may 

have to change the last paragraph in some moved chapters to 

transition correctly into the next chapter. 

Absolutely consider doing a re-write or add-in of the first 

paragraph of each chapter of at least the first few chapters. 

 Proof Read, Proof Read, Proof Read and Proof Read again to 

make sure your edits are clean, spell checked, grammar checked and 

flow with the rest of the original text. 

Re-Writing The Sales Copy 

Change it enough so that even you can’t tell it’s a knock off of the 

original. Change the headline for your niche and your section or sub-

titles, just keep the same compelling flavor about them as the original. 

Use verbiage that directs Features and Benefits of your product 

directly at your niche. Of course you can always improve on the 

content as you are making your edits. Once you are finished with 

editing, for all intensive purposes you have an original sales 

page/letter and an original product of your own. 

What About Re-Branding The Appearance Of Your Products 

So let’s talk about appearance. Your Sales Page/Letter may come with 



graphics already built into a web page. There a number of ways you 

can change the look and feel of images on your sales page including 

your eBook cover image. However, if you’re not adept at working with 

graphics or image design and editing software, DON’T LET THAT STOP 

YOU! 

Pretty pictures DON’T SELL PRODUCTS. Content sells products. (I 

don’t mean videos when I talk about images here. Videos can sell 

products but that is an entirely different course.) 

So let’s take a minute and talk about the benefits of a sales page with 

and without images/graphics. 

The Benefits Of A ‘Little Or No Graphics’ Sales Page: 

(I’m specifically making reference here to header and footer graphics.) 

1. The first and most obvious benefit is; you don’t have to spend 

the time and or money to change the graphics to match the 

niche subject you are re-branding the product for. 

2. Your sales page visitor is not distracted by images; all they 

see is your compelling headline immediately and know exactly 

what solution your product can provide. 



3. If your sales page is primarily text, your visitors do not have to 

wait for images to load before they can see the entire page. 

4. It is far easier to take the same product and re-brand the sales 

page for a different niche by just using a text °Find & Replace” 

feature in your HTML editor. (Example: °House Break Your 

Dog”. Different niche: °House Break Your Cat”. Do a find and 

replace from Dog to Cat and your sales page now appeals to a 

completely different niche. Simple example but you get the 

point.) 

The Benefits Of Having Graphics On A Sales Page: 

(I’m specifically making reference here to header and footer graphics.) 

1. If your images look professional and tell a story your reader can 

relate to, it may give the viewer a feeling they have found 

something of interest regarding the problem they need to solve. 

(Example: Dog Training Guide; A masthead/banner 

graphic/image at the top of your page with a beautiful dog 

setting up for its master.) 

2. Granted, a lot of people expect to see related images on web 

pages and consider them to be a sign of professionalism. 

(However, if they don’t see images it doesn’t mean they will 

immediately click away.) 

So What About Ebook Cover Or Software Box Images? 



You can actually get away with a nicely formatted “Table Of Contents” 

in the case of an eBook or list of features with screen shots in the case 

of software. 

However, having a professional looking eBook Cover or Software Box 

has proven to have a positive effect on conversion rates. Therefore if 

you do want to have an eBook cover that looks good, you will have to 

design it or have it designed for you. If you are not adept at 

designing, editing or manipulating digital images for web pages, you 

have a choice to make. 

Re-Branding Graphics 

Here are your choices: 

1. The most obvious is to have someone design them for you. 

Ebook cover designers are all over the Internet. Obviously 

prices will vary from designer to designer. Don’t go for the first 

one you find when searching online. Get a free account at 

Elance.com and put up a project for bids. 

2. You can learn how to design and produce your own web 

graphics. This will require time, (Naturally there is a learning 

curve involved with learning graphics software), and money. 

There are graphics editing software programs available from 

$50.00 and up that will allow you to produce great looking 

graphics. However, the best is the industry standard, Adobe 

PhotoShop. And you will need at least Version 7 or CS2 if you 

http://elance.com/


are going to buy some of the action scripts that will build eBook 

Covers for you in Adobe PhotoShop. 

So why would you pay a graphics designer around a hundred bucks to 

design all new graphics for your niche product? 

Simple, I am of course assuming here that the niche you are re- 

branding your PLR product for is viable, and the solutions in your PLR 

product are wanted by enough niche prospects to make your product 

profitable beyond just a couple of sales. 

If you don’t think you can make a minimum of 20 sales in the first 10 

days, you’re either in the wrong niche, or there is not the demand you 

thought there was for your product, (Did you do your market 

research?), or you’re not getting enough targeted traffic to your site. 

Obviously there are other factors that come into play regarding sales, 

but knowing your market is always first. 



Chapter 3: A PLR Marketer’s Real Money Is Down The 
Road Less Traveled 

Let’s say you have done sufficient market research to see where 

there is a demand in a niche for a solution to a problem one of your 

PLR products can handle. Does it make more sense to market it AS-

IS or to re-brand it for your niche market? Let’s see what it could 

mean to you: 

This is purely hypothetical EXAMPLE, and is only meant to be food for thought: 

Website Traffic Magic – How To Drive 
A Flood Of Traffic To Your Website 
And Make Money Selling Online 

Chiropractor’s Online Patient 

Goldmine – How To Drive Massive 
Local Traffic Into Your Practice 

Niche: Internet Marketers Niche: Chiropractors 

Competitors: 1,000,000 Competitors: 1,000 

60 Day Sales Cycle 60 Day Sales Cycle 

Cost Of Product -$27.00 Cost Of Product -$ 27.00 

Prep Time @ $50/hr x 4 -200.00 Prep Time @ $50/hr x40 -2000.00 

Pay Per Click Adv. -500.00 Pay Per Click Adv. - 500.00 

Cost of Production $727.00 Cost of Production $2527.00 

    
60 Day Sales Cycle  60 Day Sales Cycle  

20 Units Sold @ $37 = $740.00 100 Units Sold @ $37 = $3700.00 

Less Production Cost - $727.00 Less Production Cost - $2527.00 

Profit: $ 13.00 Profit: $1,173.00  

Obviously this is a very simple profit analysis. However, you may 

be surprised at how true to form it is when it is compared to actual 

case studies. 

Think about it. The marketer trying to sell to people that want to 

learn how to market anything on line, easily has 1,000 times 

the competitors as the person marketing the same product, re-

branded for 



a much smaller niche; Chiropractors wanting to learn how to build 

their Chiropractic business online. 

Doesn’t it then stand to reason that the AS-IS PLR Marketer will only 

get a fraction of the traffic for the same advertising dollars spent? 

Even though the AS-IS PLR Marketer’s Preparation Time/Effort spent 

getting his AS-IS product to market was 1/10 of the PLR Niche Re-

Branding Marketer’s Preparation Time/Effort, his advertising dollars are 

going to net him only 20% of the sales of the Re-Branding Marketer? 

Again, this may seem an extreme example to you, and the thought of 

putting 40 man hours (1 Week), into prepping a product for market is 

extreme, but remember: the Re-Branding PLR Marketer only spent one 

week to net over $1,000.00. 

As well, the Re-Branding PLR Marketer will continue to make sales to 

his niche. The AS-IS Marketer will have to continue to pour the same 

$500.00 into his offer to make $13.00 every 60 days. Then the AS-IS 

PLR Marketer will make the mistake of thinking he’ll sell more if he 

lowers his price. Of course he doesn’t sell more. 

And there you have it; Another PLR Marketer °Wanna Be”, giving up 

and feeling beaten. And therefore the reasons why there are so many 

°Private Label Marketer” road kill victims out there. 

The real money IS on the road less traveled.  

A Lot More Money From A Little More Effort 

So you’ve re-branded your PLR product for a great niche. You made 

some pretty good sales profits with it your first time out but you 

wonder if you have gotten all you can out of that product you put so 



much time and effort into. 40 man hours, remember? 

Well the answer is YES YOU CAN MAKE MORE MONEY with the same 

product by putting in just a little more creative effort. 

Simple Ways To Increase The Perceived Value Of Your Product 

Capturing the imagination of a prospective buyer means helping your 

prospect to see how they can benefit from your product. It’s done by 

getting them INVOLVED with the solutions your product provides from 

the very first minute they access your sales letter/page. 

A sales letter may do an exceptional job of presenting the benefits of 

your PLR product, but might not be helping your prospects see the, 

"What's In It For Me? (WIIFM)," aspect of your product as much as 

you would like. 

Samples Sell Products 

Like the "Bite Sample" folks at your super market, you have to give 

potential buyers a "taste" of your product. Use a portion of your 

private label article content to get your prospects more involved in 

seeing themselves benefiting from the solutions your product provides, 



or at the very least give away product samples to lure your prospects 

into subscribing to your opt-in list or newsletter. 

The best way to do this is to offer a free .PDF file download on your 

main page of maybe 5 or 10 pages of your PLR product, that offers a 

solution to one aspect or problem your niche prospect may be looking 

for. 

You received the Word Document source file with your Private Label 

Product purchase. Just copy and paste the part you are going to use 

in your sample and use “Adobe Acrobat Writer” to convert it into a 

.PDF document. If you don’t have the $300.00+ Adobe software, and 

don’t want to buy it, use Adobe’s .PDF converter site. There is about a 

$20.00 fee to use their online converter but the $20.00 gives you 

access for a full month. Actually, you can do your first 5 .PDF 

conversions for free here: https://createpdf.adobe.com  

Sample Extras 

Add a 'Table of Contents' page into the .PDF with a powerful 

introduction and maybe even a testimonial from a niche expert, (More 

on that shortly), stopping your sample excerpt just where it starts to 

get really "interesting". Then make the last sentence of your last 

sample page urge readers to read on to the next "How To Solution" 

chapter available in the full-version. Now you’ve not only gotten your 

prospect more deeply involved, you've captured their fear of loosing 

out on something they now see can benefit them. 

https://createpdf.adobe.com/


Chapter 4: AUDIO & Additional Profits 

Using An Experts Credibility 

Including Audio Interviews with an expert(s) in your niche and making 

that interview part of your product, sets your product apart from your 

competition. You can actually charge 30 to 50% more for your 

product by adding the Expert Audio Interview as bonuses to your 

product. 

Do you know a recognized expert in your niche you could approach to 

interview about the subject of your PLR Product? Do you know 

somebody in your niche that knows a recognized expert in your niche. 

Do you participate in a niche forum where you may be able to contact 

a long time respected member of the forum you can approach through 

a Private Message on the forum? 

You may be wondering why an expert in your niche would want to give 

up his/her valuable time to do a phone interview with on a particular 

subject within that niche. The simple answer is the expert will want 

the exposure to help build on their already good reputation. 

How To Approach A Niche Expert You Don’t Know 

(Note: Of course you don’t want to approach an expert in the niche 

that is selling a product similar to yours in that it provides solutions for 



the same problems your course does.) 

A Sample Email May Help: 

SUBJECT LINE: 
Expert’s Name: Your Expert Reputation Proceeds You 

Hello NAME, 

I have watched your reputation as an expert in NICHE NAME OR FIELD HERE 

grow for quite some time now. I continue to be impressed with your 

knowledge of the NICHE NAME OR FIELD HERE. (This may be a good place to 

compliment her/him on their website and/or blog. Also mention the forum 

name you frequent that the expert does and a reference a particular post of 

theirs you found to be interesting.) 

I would like to offer you an opportunity to gain some significant exposure for 

you, your website and products in our NICHE NAME field, and quite possibly 

some substantial income, in exchange for nothing more than about 30 

minutes of your time. 

I’m an information marketer of solutions for X problems people face in NICHE 

NAME. I’ve produced an Ecourse called (The name of your product including 

the tag line.). I would like to interview you regarding “X aspect” of this niche 

market by phone. Just a short 20 or 30 minute interview on the subject would 

be great. I will include the interview as a bonus to my information product. 

In exchange you will of course be able to plug your website, blog, newsletter 

or products at the end of the interview. I will also quote excerpts of your 

interview in my Ecourse and list your website, blog and or newsletter in the 

resources section as live hyper-links. 

If you are open to considering a Joint Venture where your only additional 

commitment would be to email your NICHE NAME contact list regarding the 

launch of our product, I will set you up with your own website where you will 

make a full 75% of each sale from your contacts or any business you drive to 

the site. My product will be priced at $47.00 so at 75% commission, that 

equals $35.25 commission for each sale you generate. 

I hope my proposal is of interest to you. If so, please reply with your contact 

phone, best time to call, and your time zone. I will respond to firm up a time 

for a discovery call. At that time I will be happy to answer you questions 

have regarding my product, promotion and other aspects of the sale. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Respectfully, 

Your Name 

www.YourWebSite.com 

http://www.yourwebsite.com/


The email example above is just a sample to give you an idea of how 

to approach an expert you do not know personally. 

Niche Experts May Need Incentives 

However you can offer incentives for them to do the interview like: 

Including links to their website within excerpts or quotes of your 

interview with them in your E-Course/product. 

Including promotional information about their products at the 

end of the interview. 

Promoting their newsletter in both your book and at the end of 

your interview. 

Doing a joint venture with you including sending your pre- 

launch and launch information to their email/contact list. (In this 

case, you will want to set up an affiliate program on 

ClickBank.com or FusionQuest.com allowing only your interview 

expert in as an affiliate for the first “X” number of days.) 

Do a phone interview with an expert in your niche and record it using 

a service like www.audioacrobat.com or other similar services on the 

Internet like www.audiogenerator.com , TalkeShoe.com. with 

TalkShoe, you could interview a group of experts. 

Audio Requires No Technical Knowledge 

With no technical know how or experience, these services make it 

simple to: 

Record an intro for your sales page that plays automatically 

http://clickbank.com/
http://fusionquest.com/
http://www.audioacrobat.com/
http://www.audiogenerator.com/
http://talkeshoe.com/


when a visitor arrives, explaining the benefits of your product. 

Record a phone interview, and download the digital recording file 

as an mp3 or in some cases as a (Smaller), flash player audio. 

Just put a web address link in your product content (Not sales 

page), that will automatically open the audio interview recording in 

your customer’s mp3 or flash player. (In this case there is 

nothing for you or your customers to download. The audio is 

played in streaming audio from the one of the above service’s 

Web Servers.) 

Is Audio Worth The Time & Effort? 

Consider; with your audio interview now included, your product is 

highly unique to your niche, and has more perceived value so you can 

sell it for more money. Let’s say, using the “Profit Analysis” 

comparison above, because you include your “Expert Interview Audio”, 

you sell your product for $47.00 instead of $37.00. You will increase 

your profit by another $1000.00. You made that extra profit by 

putting 1 extra hour into setting up and doing a 30 to 45 minute 

interview with your niche expert over the phone and didn’t have to 



learn anything technical to do it except how to copy and paste, (You 

can copy and paste, right? O) 

Better yet – You can have a voice over expert make an audio 

recording of your edited Ecourse and sell it as an °add-on sale”, °up-

sell” or °One Time Offer”, for an additional $10.00 as an Audio Study 

Course, for your PLR product. 

Obviously in the sales copy for the Audio Course sale, you emphasize 

the benefits of being able to learn while listening to the .mp3 Audio 

Course while driving to work, working out at the gym, jogging or 

anytime they would otherwise just be listening to music. AND BOOM! 

If all your customers buy the Audio Course in addition to your Ecourse, 

you’ll make another $1,000.00 in profit from the Add On Audio 

Course. If only 1/2 of your customers go for your Audio Course, you 

make another $500.00. 

Of course you will want to include CD Jewel Case graphics that match 

your re-branded header, footer and eCover graphics to place on your 

sales page, with the eCover image, above the fold of the page and 

include the sales content regarding the expert interview. 

The point is, with a little creative thinking, a little extra time and effort 

you can dramatically increase your profits from the very same re-

branded PLR product. 

Additional AUDIO Interview Profit Ideas 

You can also insert a sample/excerpt and convert it to °Flash” (A .swf 

file), you edit or have edited out of your expert interview that can be 



 

played from media buttons by your site visitors to hear 

interview sample through streaming audio. Obviously you want your 

sample to be a portion of your interview that has one little killer 

secret/solution for your niche customers. 

If you choose to do the editing yourself, (Actually it’s quite simple), 

there is an inexpensive audio editor you can pick at: 

www.acoustica.com for only $24.95 and have it to use on all your PLR 

products and never have to pay someone else edit your intros, 

interviews or sample audios. 

http://www.acoustica.com/


Chapter 5: VIDEO 
 

Why Video? 

Video is literally taking over the Internet. Don’t let this section get in 

the way of re-branding your PLR Product and getting it to market. But 

video is another way you can make your product unique. You don’t 

have to use video to enhance your product, but with the demand for 

multimedia based products continuing to grow at an astounding rate, it 

is something I would be remiss if not conveying it’s potential benefits 

to your PLR marketing success. 

So just what is “Multimedia”? To save you a trip to www.Wikepedia.org  

here is their definition: 

Multimedia (Latin. Multum + Medium) is media that utilizes a 

combination of different content forms. The term can be used as a 

noun, (a medium with multiple content forms), or as an adjective 

describing a medium as having multiple content forms. The term is 

used in contrast to media which only utilize traditional forms of printed 

or hand-produced text and still graphics. In general, multimedia 

includes a combination of text, audio, still images, animation, video, 

and interactivity content forms. 

Multimedia is usually recorded and played, displayed or accessed by 

information content processing devices, such as computerized and 

electronic devices, but can also be part of a live performance. 

http://www.wikepedia.org/


Multimedia (as an adjective) also describes electronic media devices 

used to store and experience multimedia content. Multimedia is similar 

to traditional mixed media in fine art, but with a broader scope. The 

term "rich media" is synonymous for interactive multimedia. 

Hypermedia can be considered one particular multimedia application. 

The Multimedia Advantage 

OK, so why should you take advantage of using multimedia in re- 

branding your PLR Products? 

People are looking for multimedia online. Why else do you think 

GOOGLE would pay $1.65 BILLION DOLLARS for YouTube? Because 

they know that video online IS what the masses want. So when you 

make a video version of your PLR Product or a video to compliment 

your PLR Product, you're tapping into literally a booming multimedia 

market that people are just going crazy about online. 

Specifically, VIDEO is what people are looking for online. That's why so 

many people are getting broadband. Did you know you can go to 

Network T.V. web sites and watch complete 30 minute or 1hour long 

T.V. programs that just aired the night before? If you have broadband 

Internet service you can do that now. It's all streaming and it is fast. 

So the masses are now expecting to see material presented to them 

online in a video format. 

Cinematic Masterpieces NOT Required 

Back to what we are talking about here; your video doesn't have to be 



a cinematic masterpiece. But you can produce very nice, professional 

looking flash videos with Camtasia Studio. However the fact is most of 

the videos you find online now are pretty amateurish, but people still 

look at them by the thousands BECAUSE THEY ARE VIDEOS! 

You will find video's of all types available online now. If you have just 

been too busy to pay much attention to how much video is available 

on the Internet, go take a look around www.YouTube.com right now, 

or better yet, check out www.Viddler.com. In my opinion, Viddler 

provides a higher quality of video compared to YouTube. (Be careful, 

you can get lost at either of these sites and you need to focus here on 

re-branding your ContentParadise.org products right now) 

Ok, so you’re back from watching videos at YouTube and Viddler; See 

what I mean? That's why massive numbers of people are getting that 

high-speed Internet connection. And YouTube and Viddler are only two 

sites. There are now thousands of sites featuring video content. Of 

course the fact that competition is driving the price of Broadband/Hi-

Speed Internet down helps the increase in demand as well. 

What people want to do is; they want to be able to stream video and 

audio or learn from video CD/DVDs; so if you're going to stay on top of 

things, you've got to provide content outside of just standard text and 

graphics found in an Ebook product or help tutorial in a software 

product. DON'T GET LEFT BEHIND! It’s so simple and inexpensive now, 

you have no excuse to get left behind. 

There are hundreds, and hundreds of thousands, if not millions of 

people that might look for a particular product. Maybe they're looking 

http://www.youtube.com/
http://www.viddler.com/
http://contentparadise.org/


for a solution to something and they find one possible solution that is a 

14 page long text pitch to buy a static text PLR Product. 

Then they find another version that shows up right there in Google’s 

YouTube, or on a solution providers website and it's a video that only 

takes up 1 screen and they can watch and listen to the pitch with 

background music, voice images and text, all in the form of a video, 

about a product that is or employs the use of video as well. 

Which one do you think is going to attract and hold there attention 

longer? Which one do you think is more likely to compel them to take 

action and give up their hard earned money? The answer should be 

obvious. 

The Video Competitive Edge 

So a video presentation about a video or video enhanced product gives 

you a competitive edge because you're providing your content via 

multi-media. And the reason people really like multimedia, honestly, is 

because to a certain extent, we're all kind of lazy. 

It's a lot easier for the customer to consume the information via video, 

but I shouldn't just say its just due to laziness; a lot of us are 

just very, very busy. We just don't have the time to sit down and read 

through 14 page long sales copy pages. (I’m exaggerating here on the 

long pages, but some are actually that long.) At the same time, the 

Internet has kind of spoiled us all to expect instant gratification. 



When you combine that expectation with the fact that we've all grown 

up with full motion video (T.V. & Movies etc), it then stands to reason 

the natural evolution of those 2 mediums; the Internet and Video, is to 

become combined. And so will the marketing of products and the 

products as well. 

And don’t think the systems you can use to produce your videos are 

only for producing Video Ebooks or complimentary additions to 

Ebooks. You can make news broadcasts about your product if you 

want, or give away a free video report on your latest enhancements or 

your product. You make it a lot easier for the customer to stay up with 

the latest news about the niche your product is for. When you let your 

imagination really open up to all the different things you can do with 

video online to promote, improve and compliment your PLR products, 

you won’t be able to sleep. 

So if you weren’t sold on the benefits of re-branding your PLR Product 

using video, it should be obvious to you now as to why you should be. 

But Are You Already Too Late? 

This Video product enhancement idea is something that is new 

enough, you can still get in on riding the front side of this wave. I 

really want to ingrain in you that you need to consider implementing 

video into re-branding your PLR Products and in promoting your re- 

branded PLR products. And I'm putting these two together because 

they're essentially the same thing. 

You're trying to get somebody to do something – whether you are 



trying to sell them on Opting In on your Squeeze Page or on selling 

them your product on your sales page. Either way, you are selling 

them on taking a specific action for their benefit and yours. 

Video will attract them and gain their attention. On your re-branded 

PLR Product sales page/letter that's important because the experts 

teach us that the headline has to grab their attention. Well, if you put 

video there, they're going to see that's going to grab their attention 

enough to make sure that they view past just the headline. 

In fact, they're probably going to stick around long enough to watch 

and hear your whole message about how your niche re-branded PLR 

Product will solve their problem and that video will be part of how they 

learn the solution. Because video engages them so they know they will 

want to interact with it promises to provide an easier learning 

platform. 

Video Can DOUBLE Your Conversion Rate 

The fact that prospective customers stay on your page longer means 

that there's a better chance that they're going to convert, (Buy). 

Statistics show that with video on your Squeeze Page or on your Sales 

Letter Page, showing video snippets of your video ebook or 

enhancement, you can actually double your conversion rate. Now that 

means that the same copy, the same product without video is going to 

get maybe a 2% conversion and that same copy but with video is 

likely to get a 4% or 5% conversion in comparison. 

Think about what that could mean for your sales. And this is really an 



easy thing to do. You don't have to do anything complex. 

There are a number of ways you can use Video to re-brand your PLR 

product and make your entire package totally unique, but here are 

just a few: 

1. You can create a video version of your product. 

2. You can make a video that compliments an Ecourse product or 

Software product. 

3. You can use video in your sales page and/or include snippets of 

your PLR Product’s as a video instead of a written product or the 

enhancement video you make to go along with your product. 

If you are not already doing videos online, don’t think you have to run 

out and buy a video camera. You can do everything you need with 

screen capture videos. 

If you are going to take advantage of video to improve on or replace 

your PLR product, you may already own or may have been considering 

buying what has become know as the industry standard for Internet 

Marketers to produce web ready and CD or DVD videos. That is none 

other than: Camtasia by TechSmith Corp. 

The Tools That Make Video Easy 

Now before you go running off and buying that $300.00 

software, you should know there is a considerable learning curve 

http://www.techsmith.com/camtasia.html


involved. And I want to remind you again, you DON’T HAVE TO USE 

VIDEO for your niche re-branded product to sell. However, many 

marketers are moving to video products and sales pages, so the longer 

you wait, the more you will be playing catch up. 

Regarding the “Video” learning curve: Fortunately there is a study 

course that is far superior to what comes with the Camtasia software 

that will show you step by step how to use Camtasia to produce very 

professional looking videos, and 20 different ways you can make 

money using that Video Software. 

The Course Putting Marketers On The Video Map 

The course is called Camtasia Cash Secrets and I was fortunate 

enough to get an advance copy of this AMAZING course. It has not 

been released as of this writing, but it will be soon, so check back at: 

www.CamtasiaCashSecrets.com often. When it is available, get it; 

EVEN IF you have to put it on a credit card. Why? Because it will 

provide EVERYTHING you need to put Camtasia to work for you in 

producing professional re-branded video PLR Ebooks or step by step 

video how to courses for your PLR software. 

Even if you have competition trying to market a similar product to 

your niche, you will literally blow them out of the water with your re- 

branded video or video enhanced products and sales pages. 

http://www.camtasiacashsecrets.com/
http://www.camtasiacashsecrets.com/


Chapter 6: Summary 

I hope you now agree that re-branding Private Label Products for a 
niche is the way to MAKE SERIOUS MONEY WITH PLR PRODUCTS! 

Will it take more time and effort to bring a niche re-branded PLR 

product to market? ABSOLUTELY! 

Will the extra time and effort pay off? ABSOLUTELY! 

It makes so much more sense to take a PLR product and invest some 

time in re-branding it by giving it a title appropriate to a niche, re-

writing some of the content or adding to it making it a perfect for a 

niche, re-doing the graphics for your niche, and maybe even 

enhancing your PLR Product with video. 

Why completely re-brand your PLR Product for a niche: 

1. Reduce the amount of competition you would have in a general 

market. 

2. Make your product unique to your niche market. 

3. Increase the perceived value. 

4. Build your credibility within the niche market. 

5. See far more success as a PLR Product Marketer than any AS-IS 

marketer will ever hope to see. 



So it’s your call. Be a getcha-by, AS-IS Private Label Rights marketer 

and suffer the consequences, or RE-BRAND YOUR PLR PRODUCTS AND 

ENJOY THE BENEFITS ALL THE WAY TO THE BANK! 



 

Resources: 

The Best Private Label Products In The World: 

http://www.ContentParadise.org   

Word Document Conversion To .PDF 
https://createpdf.adobe.com  

Affiliate Set Up Services: ClickBank.com or 
FusionQuest.com  

Phone Interview Audio Services: 
www.audioacrobat.com  
www.audiogenerator.com  

TalkeShoe.com  

Audio Editing Software (Inexpensive): 
www.acoustica.com  

Video Hosting Site: 
http://www.YouTube.com  

Video Software: 
Camtasia by TechSmith Corp 

Video Cash Secrets: 

www.CamtasiaCashSecrets.com  

http://www.contentparadise.org/
https://createpdf.adobe.com/
http://clickbank.com/
http://fusionquest.com/
http://www.audioacrobat.com/
http://www.audiogenerator.com/
http://talkeshoe.com/
http://www.acoustica.com/
http://www.youtube.com/
http://www.techsmith.com/camtasia.html
http://www.camtasiacashsecrets.com/

